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Follow the advice in The Smartest Retirement Book You'll Ever Read and you will:Find simple

strategies to maximize your retirement nest eggSteer clear of scams that rob you of your

hard-earned savingsEnsure that your money lasts longer than you doAvoid the common mistakes

that can leave your spouse impoverishedDiscover financial lifelines no matter how desperate the

economy"If you want a handy guide that provides information in small chunks, Solin's book is it."

-Newark Star-Ledger
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"Reading this book is smart.  Solin's previous entries in this series were clever, breezy guides to

navigating through the financial morass without getting hurt... This new book gets into the basics of

investment in context with the present economic scene, so reading the earlier volumes doesn't

mean that you won't get anything out of this one.  ...Solin casts his wise eye and sharp pen on other

important subjects like reverse mortgages, age of social security distribution, prenuptial agreements

for seniors, options and implications of delaying retirement...  The best thing that Solin brings to the

party is his shrewd and skeptical approach to the art and science of investing. ...there's no question

that his focus is on what's best for individuals, not institutions.  Throughout, Solin writes clearly with

style and humor but stays on topic and doesn't bloviate or pontificate excessively. He includes a

number of charts and other tools to figure out what to do with your money so it grows into the

amount you will need to live on for the rest of your days." --Richard Pachter, Miami Herald  "These

two books are very different in format-Solin (The Smartest Investment Book You'll Ever Read) offers



short chapters on a variety of retirement subjects, each concluding with a pithy summarization, while

Jason (principal, Jackson, Grant Investment Advisers, Inc.) gives a more explanatory dissertation.

But both are clearly written and easy to understand, tackling such topics as stocks, bonds,

annuities, pensions, and cash withdrawal strategies (although Solin's book offers a handy section

on care costs, Jason's does not). Jason's will be better for readers not as familiar with basic finance

concepts, while Solin's may appeal to a more financially literate crowd." --Library Journal

Dan Solin, an Investment Advisor Representative and nationally known advocate for investors, is

the author of The Smartest Retirement Book YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll Ever Read, Does Your Broker Owe

You Money?, and the New York Times bestsellers The Smartest Investment Book YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll

Ever Readand The Smartest 401(k) Book YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll Ever Read. His award-winning books have

been widely praised by The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Library Journal, and

many financial writers, leading economists, and others.Solin is a financial columnist for AOL. His

advice appears frequently on its Welcome Screen where it is viewed by millions of readers. He is

also one of the most popular financial bloggers on The Huffington Post. A frequent guest on national

television and radio shows, Solin has addressed professional organizations of accountants,

advisors and financial planners and has testified before Congress on investor issues.

This book really may be the best for being concise and easily understood. It has brought to light

ideas I have never heard even though I feel fairly versed in basic retirement planning from multiple

sources. I have shared it with others, which I normally don't do.

All of Daniel Solin's books provide solid information for the investor. Elsewhere a review mentioned

that he recommends Vanguard funds andthe review writer wondered if he was shilling for Vanguard.

However, every reputable writer of investment books is now recommending using Vanguard or

Fidelity index mutual funds instead of actively managed funds. Investment writers mention other

index fund companies, too, but Vanguard and Fidelity are the most prominent. Solin is not alone in

this regard. Solin's books are concise and straightforward. I read and gift them regularly.

In this book, the author provides excellent, short, sweet and to the point advice about how to invest

for retirement, and not fall prey to investment options that can cost you much of your

investments.The chapters are very short, and make the complex options of investments

understandable - which is helpful for the layperson, not that familiar with the options and terms.Very



helpful discussion of social security is included in later chapters as well as very helpful resources to

go deeper into the subjects as one wishes.

Seriously I've never read any financial book that put it in such clear language. Also read this one:

'Why Smart People Make Big Money Mistakes and How to Correct Them: Lessons from the

Life-Changing Science of Behavioral Economics' These are both excellent reads!

First. The book was received in the condition described in the order information. I have now read 4

of the books by Solin. I wish I had read them 20 years ago and paid more attention to my 401K

company account. This book makes you aware of things a 50+ person is being sent today in the

mail and with one of those free dinners to try and get your valuable money. I enjoyed reading the

book because is straightforward. It identifies the actual cost involved in making critical decisions at

this point in life. It was a very good read.

A superb book for anyone approaching or in retirement. Also great as an investment guide. Will help

you make optimum choices that can greatly affect your retirement. Short, easy to read, and easy to

understand. All of it is very important. I especially like the chapter on when to take social security,

and when to take social security to avoid leaving a legacy of poverty to your spouse. Wonderfuly

book. Highly recommended!!

The author breaks the thing that you need to consider into bite-sized chapters. This allow you to

read each chapter in just a few minutes. Want more detail? At the end of the book he points you to

where you can learn the details. Think of it as an annotated bibliography.

Excellent book that defines each option with various situations defined.Very helpful in developing a

retirement plan
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